
Jeremy Sochan (January 31,2022, vs West Virginia Mountaineers) 

In this game, Jeremy Sochan played with a high IQ and had a good feel for the game. 

He wasn’t elite at any particular skill but did multiple things well. His points mostly came 

from creating opportunities for himself off offensive rebounds. He had good positioning 

when going for offensive rebounds, and he looked to score on second chance 

opportunities rather than passing it out to a teammate. Other than offensive rebounds 

he occasionally scored in the post when matched against a smaller defender. In the 

post he was able to get deep post positioning and make a turnaround jumper or a hook 

shot. He played with poise and patience when posting up. He moved well without the 

ball and was constantly moving. His ability to move without the ball allowed him to get 

good looks on catch and shoot three pointers. Even though he didn’t shoot a good 

percentage in this game on threes he had fluid shooting mechanics and a quick release 

without hesitation. When left open he showed that he wasn’t worried about shooting and 

made one out of the three attempts from three-point range.  

Sochan showed the ability to put the ball on the floor and operate as a playmaker. For 

the most part he showed the ability to find the open man. At times, Sochan needed to 

improve his decision making as he forced passes through tight corners to the heavily 

contested man. He also rushed his passes making it hard for the player who received 

the pass to catch it resulting in unnecessary turnovers.   

On the defensive end, Sochan showed versatility. He was able to guard multiple 

positions on the perimeter. When he guarded the perimeter, he had good defensive 

positioning and was able to get into a defensive stance despite his lack of quickness 

and athleticism. He was able to contest and alter a lot of three-point shots without 

fouling the shooters. He had multiple plays with good closeouts on three-point shooters 

which occurred with about 6:19 minutes left in the first half and 17:58 left in the second 

half. On these plays, he was quick on rotations and was able to force the three-point 

shooter into a tough contested shot without fouling. Sochan was also an active defender 

with quick hands which allowed him to get multiple steals and deflections. 


